Effect of Single-leg Half Squat Exercise on Forward Bending Test in Normal Adults
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Abstract. We have already reported on the effect of a standing-up exercise on forward bending in the long sitting position in elderly subjects. Each subject performed forward bending before and after carrying out the standing-up exercise. The results indicated that forward bending in the long sitting position measured after the standing-up exercise improved significantly (p<0.001). We hypothesized that contraction of muscles surrounding the hip joints and knee joints during the standing-up exercise performed as a light load exercise had some inhibitory effects on the hamstring muscles and the muscles of the upper back and the lumbar regions. We also tested the influence of the standing-up exercise in normal adult subjects so as to verify the findings in the clinical situation. However, we failed to obtain significant effect in the normal adult subjects when the test was carried out under the same load conditions as used for the elderly subjects, although the test results showed similar tendencies to those observed in the elderly subjects. In this study, we tested the effect of a single-leg half squat exercise in normal adult subjects to determine the loading dose of the warm-up exercise required for facilitating forward bending in the long sitting position. In a control group, subjects sat at ease for 3 minutes before the forward bending test, and in a squat group, subjects performed single-leg half squatting before the test. Forward bending in the long sitting position improved significantly in the squat group compared with the control group. These results suggest that the order of training items should be considered when instructing the elderly and normal adults in health exercises and low back pain prevention exercises.
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INTRODUCTION

Physical therapists who are working at Health Cooperative Hospitals have a diversity of roles1, 2) in addition to the regular practice of physical therapy. One of their roles is to give the elderly guidance in maintenance of health and physical fitness, prevention and improvement of low back pain, etc3–10). When we instruct the elderly in exercises for such purposes, we generally start with breathing exercise (abdominal respiration) or stretching of muscles and tendons, except for those who have pains due to strong contraction in muscles and/or joints, hypertonia, hematogenous disorders, etc. In the field of sports physiology and training science, there are a number of reports describing
effectiveness of introducing an overall light-load exercise (at least 20-minute aerobic exercise including jogging) and then sufficient muscle stretching exercises before starting a muscle building exercise or a full-scale game\textsuperscript{12–23}). More specifically, the overall light-load exercise introduced as a warm-up exercise accelerates peripheral blood circulation and rise of muscle temperature, and also makes the subsequent stretching more effective.

We have already reported on the effect of a standing-up exercise as a warm-up exercise for the forward bending test in the long sitting position (an indication of flexibility) in elderly subjects\textsuperscript{11}). The forward bending (in the long sitting position) values improved significantly (p<0.001) when subjects performed the standing-up exercise compared with the case when they performed no standing-up exercise. Mean (±SD) test values were 3.1 ± 11.2 cm after 10 times of standing-up and 3.8 ± 11.2 cm after 20 times of standing-up. Mean (±SD) control test value was 0.5 ± 11.7 cm (see Table 1). We hypothesized that contraction of muscles surrounding the hip joints and knee joints during the standing-up exercise performed as a light load exercise gave some inhibitory effects on hamstring muscles and muscles of the back and lumbar regions. Possible inhibitory effects that might have occurred included: i) reciprocal inhibition against antagonistic muscles, ii) relaxation of the hip joint extensors after the maximal contraction, and iii) improvement of preparatory state for the subsequent exercise or sports brought about by accelerated peripheral blood circulation and temperature rise in the muscles. Therefore, we reported that to introduce muscle contraction by standing-up and the like before instructing the elderly in health exercise and low back pain preventive exercise, makes the subsequent stretching exercise more effective. Further, we tested the effect of the standing-up exercise in normal adult subjects so as to verify in the clinical situation the data obtained for the elderly subjects.

In this study, we tested the effect of the single-leg half squat exercise so as to find out the loading dose of the warm-up exercise influencing the subsequent forward bending in the long sitting position in normal adult subjects. We also discuss and report on the possibility that it is more effective to interpose a light squatting or standing-up exercise between respiration control training and stretching, when we instruct patients in health exercise or low back pain preventive exercise rather than to introduce stretching immediately after the respiration control training.

**METHOD**

**Subject**

Normal adult subjects (n=26) were randomly allocated to two groups:

A: Squat group consisting of 13 subjects (7 males, mean age: 25.1, mean body weight: 65.8 kg, mean height: 171.0 cm; 6 females, mean age: 24.6, mean body weight: 49.7 kg, mean height: 158.3 cm); and

B: Control group consisting of 13 subjects (3 males, mean age 23.3, mean body weight: 63.8 kg; mean height: 170.3 cm; 10 females, mean age 20.5, mean body weight 53.8 kg, mean height: 159.7 cm).

The subjects of both groups were allowed to perform the following trials respectively.

**Procedures**

A: Squat group

Each subject performed forward bending in the long sitting position before and after single-leg squatting (20 times/leg; knee joint angle between 0° and 45°) while monitored with an electric goniometer (MP Japan Co., Ltd., Tokyo Japan). The subject was allowed to control the knee joint angle by looking at a monitor placed in front of the subject so that the waveform of the goniometer
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<tr>
<th>Table 1. Mean values of Maximal Forward Bending in the Long sitting Position in elderly subjects</th>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 10 times standing-up</td>
</tr>
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p<0.001 control and after 10 times standing-up. Not significant after 10 times standing-up and after 20 times. p<0.001 control and after 20 times standing-up.
reciprocated between the target 0° line and the 45° line. The rate of the squat exercise (a squat/sec.) was regulated with a metronome to adjust the load dose (Fig. 1).

B: Control group
Each subject performed forward bending before and after sitting at rest for 3 minutes.

Measuring Method
Each subject was seated in the long sitting position in front of a measuring instrument for the forward bending test with the hip joints and the knee joints fixed at 90° and at the terminal extension position, respectively. The upper limbs were placed on 30 cm-high tables with the elbow joints extended fully, and the positions of the third finger tips were calibrated as 0 positions. The distance of the finger tip from the 0 position when the trunk was at the maximal bending position was measured three times (Fig. 2). The maximum measured value out of three was taken as the test value, and the values obtained before and after the test were subjected to the paired t-test.

RESULTS
(1) Mean maximum forward bending test values in the squat group were 36.1 cm (before squatting) and 38.8 cm (after squatting), showing a significant increase (p<0.01, paired t-test) as shown in Table 2.

(2) Mean maximum forward bending test values in the control group were 38.7 cm (before sitting at ease) and 39.0 cm (after sitting at ease), showing no significant difference between these two values (see Table 2).

(3) Comparison between the squat group and the control group was made in terms of the maximum forward bending values in the long sitting position minus the forward bending values before the trials in the respective groups. The mean difference in the squat group was 2.7 cm, whereas that in the control group was 0.3. Thus, the squat group showed a significant increase (p<0.01, nonpaired t-test).

DISCUSSION
While no significant difference was observed between the maximum forward bending test values in the long sitting position measured before and after the trial respectively, the test values increased significantly after the trial in the squat group. We hypothesized that contraction of muscles surrounding the hip joints and knee joints during the single-leg half squat exercise gave some inhibitory effects on hamstring muscles and muscles of the back and lumbar regions. Possible inhibitory effects are: i) reciprocal inhibition, ii) relaxation of the hip joint extensors after the maximal contraction, and iii) improvement of preparatory state for the subsequent exercise brought about by
accelerated peripheral blood circulation and temperature rise in the muscles, similar to the effects of the standing-up exercise in the elderly.

i) Reciprocal inhibition

Satoh et al.\textsuperscript{28} report that the setting of quadriceps femoris muscles influences the finger-to-floor distance and that it is possibly due to the influence of reciprocal inhibition against antagonistic muscles occurring with contraction of agonistic muscles. There are prior studies made by Etnyre et al.\textsuperscript{24} and Roberts et al.\textsuperscript{25}, and they resorted to either static contraction or dynamic contraction. The single-leg half squat exercise we employed in our study is performed mainly by quadriceps femoris muscles which repeat alternately shortening contraction when the knees are extended and extending contraction when the knees are bended. We consider that the repeated contractions of quadriceps femoris muscles might have brought about influence of reciprocal inhibition on the antagonist hamstring muscles.

ii) Relaxation after maximal contraction of agonistic muscles

Yoshizaki et al.\textsuperscript{29} report on relaxation of hip joint extensors after maximal contraction as follows: Tendons are stretched by shortening of muscle fibers as a result of isometric contraction of the muscles that are going to extend at around their maximal extension positions, and thus the range of motion is increased. Meanwhile, activation of the majority of motor neurons caused by the maximal isometric contraction lowers the excitability in the spinal cord motor neuron pool. This inhibits the subsequent defensive stretch reflex enabling extension of the muscles. However, we consider that there was little possibility that nearly maximal contraction occurred in the hamstring muscles and gluteal muscles during the half squat exercise in our study. Ichihasi et al.\textsuperscript{30} report, in kinetic analyses of leg extending movement in a closed kinetic chain, that the activities of not only quadriceps femoris muscles but also hamstring muscles are involved in the terminal extension of the knee joint. The single-leg half squatting we employed in our study is a movement of a closed kinetic chain. It is very likely here that the activities of the quadriceps femoris muscles and simultaneous contraction of the hamstring muscles (as agonistic muscles if they are to be stretched) during single-leg half squatting induced relaxation of the muscles surrounding the hip and knee joints. Condon et al.\textsuperscript{26} and Ostering et al.\textsuperscript{27} also reported on the usefulness of relaxation resorting to contraction of agonistic muscles.

iii) Acceleration of peripheral blood circulation and muscle temperature rise

Aoki et al.\textsuperscript{12} stated that a rise in muscle temperature and body temperature occurring with muscle contraction improves many physiological functions and is closely related to motor performance.

Akutsu\textsuperscript{13} reported on the effects of warm-up exercises. He stated that increase of muscle temperature is involved in changes in physical properties of muscles including viscosity and elasticity, reduction of tension in antagonistic muscles and the range of motion in joints to influence flexibility and extensibility of the body.

There are many other reports on warming up\textsuperscript{14–23}. In our study, we expected influences similar to those as described in these reports.

CONCLUSION

The single-leg half squat exercise exhibited effects on forward bending in the long sitting position in normal adult subjects. The test values of forward bending in the long sitting position improved significantly after the squat exercise.

This result clarifies some of the load dose of warm-up exercises which influence forward bending in the long sitting position in normal adults. The load dose was quite different from the optimum dose for the elderly subjects. We believe that, when the elderly and ordinary persons are instructed in health exercise and low back pain preventive exercise, it makes the subsequent stretching exercise more effective to introduce beforehand musculature including standing-up or light squatting. We intend to collect more clinical data to elucidate the mechanism, and to make more detailed studies on optimum load dose.
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